Measuring S-Parameters

Figure 1 - Agilent 86100c connected to a twisted pair cable using SMA connectors on one end and a differential probe
held by a probe joystick arm on the other

Introduction
This document will describe the procedure to collect differential S-parameter measurements using
the Agilent 86100c with the time domain reflectometry (TDR) module. The 86100c is an older model,
but the general procedure should apply to newer equipment.
It is assumed that the device under test is
•
•
•
•

a passive object
one differential pair signal line
has symmetrical ends
has 100ohm differential impedance on the connectors

Devices tested with this procedure include twisted wire pair and differential trace on a PCB or flex
tape.

Other Types of Devices
This procedure can be used with slight modifications for other types of devices.
If the ends are not symmetrical, the test device under test must be disconnected from the scope and
re-connected with the TX and RX lines switched. Changes will be required in the s4p file generation
code.
If there is more than 1 differential pair signal line, crosstalk measurements can be made. Take
standard measurements of each differential pair. Then place the transmitter on one line and the
receiver on the adjacent line. All unused ports must be properly terminated or the results are invalid.
The scope will collect the measurements correctly, but the labels will be incorrect. The Matlab
scripts will not handle crosstalk data automatically. While a full 8x8 crosstalk matrix could be
created, the most interesting parameter is the differential transmission of a differential signal to an
adjacent line. Unless advanced processing software is available, it is probably easiest to simply
ignore all other data.

If the connectors on the device are not 100ohm differential impedance, there will be reflections
resulting in signal loss and/or signal distortion. Some scopes have the ability to change the
impedance of the scope connections. However, if the device will be used in a 100ohm system, it may
be better to test with a 100ohm scope.

Required Software
With the 86100c scope, S-parameters can be obtained using the screen on the scope, but this is
quite time consuming as each measurement must be saved separately. For a differential
measurement, this requires 8 different files to be saved. (Or 16 files if the device under test is not
symmetrical.) Newer scopes have fixed this problem and the on screen tools work better. For the
86100c, it is recommended to use remote control software that allows scripting of the data
collection.
Command Expert remote control software can be downloaded from Keysight.
http://www.keysight.com/en/pd-2036130/command-expert?cc=US&lc=eng
Scripts to control the scope through the Command Expert software can be found on my git repo.
https://gitlab.cern.ch/stsulliv/SParameter_Measurements
Matlab scripts for reformatting and processing the data are also available on the git repo.

Physical Set-up
These instructions were designed for the hardware available at RAL. However, the process should be
similar using any TDR equipment. The hardware used at RAL is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agilent Infiniium DCAk 86100C Wide Bandwidth Oscilloscope
Agilent 5475A Differential TDR Module
Agilent 86112A 20GHz Electrical Module
Agilent N1024A TDR Calibration Kit
Agilent N1021B 18GHz Differential TDR Probe Kit (x2)
Mouse and keyboard for scope
Windows 7 laptop

Insert modules into the oscilloscope following the Agilent manual. It is recommended to put the TDR
in the left slot and the electrical module in the right slot.
Connect the mouse and keyboard to the back panel of the scope.
Connect computer to scope using cross-over Ethernet cable.
If cross-over cable is not available, use a standard Ethernet cable from the computer to a router or
switch and another standard Ethernet cable from the router or switch to the scope.

Networking Set-up
Check with the appropriate IT department before changing settings on a managed network. These
instructions are for a private network.
The computer and scope must be able to communicate. To determine if networking is appropriately
configured, try to ping the scope from the computer. If the ping is successful, skip the rest of this
section. For instructions on how to ping, see below.

Open Command Prompt
Start from a windows desktop on the scope or computer. On the scope, use the touch screen on the
scope or a mouse attached to the scope, click on the minimize button on the top right of the scope
screen to bring up the Windows desktop. Then click:
Start -> all programs -> accessories -> command prompt

Figure 2 - Open command prompt

Determine IP address
Open a command prompt window. In the command prompt window, type 'ipconfig'

Figure 3 - Determine IP address

The command prompt will display the IP address of the device (either computer or scope).

Ping the scope
Open a command prompt window on the computer. Type ‘ping’ followed by the IP address of the
scope. Type ‘ctrl+c’ to stop the ping.

Figure 4 - Ping a device

If a reply is received, there is a valid connection between the computer and the scope and the rest of
this section may be skipped. This may also be done from the scope to ping the computer.

Determine acceptable IP address
These instructions assume it is easier to modify the computer IP address than the scope. However, it
is possible to modify the scope IP address instead of the computer.
Check the IP address and netmask of the scope. Determine an IP address within the net mask of the
scope for the computer. For a scope IP address of 102.168.16.102 and subnet mask of
255.255.255.0, use an IP address of 102.168.16.xxx where xxx is any integer between 0 and 255 that
is not already used on your network. For this example, 102.168.16.103 will be used. Ping the desired
IP address to check that it is not currently in use.

Change IP address of the computer
This step will break any networking that is already set-up. Check with your IT department before
changing IP addresses.

To change an IP address on Windows 7, go to Start -> Control Panel -> Network and Sharing Center > Change Adaptor Settings (link on left hand side).

Figure 5 – Network and Sharing Center

This will open the Network Connections window. Right click 'Local Area Connection', select
Properties.

Figure 6 - Network Connections

Select IPv4, then click the Properties button.

Figure 7 - Local Area Connections

Make a note of the current IP settings.
Select ‘Use the following IP address’ and change IP address. Subnet mask will probably autopopulate to something acceptable (255.255.255.0 or 255.255.0.0). Click OK.

Figure 8 - IPv4 Properties

Remember to change the IP back to the original settings before connecting to another network.

GPIB
I think there is a way to use GPIB cables instead of Ethernet, but I haven't tried that yet as Ethernet
works well.

Setting Up Scope
The TDR module is especially sensitive to ESD, therefore appropriate grounding and static discharge
precautions must be taken.
The scope can be used with only the touch screen, but a mouse and keyboard are very helpful.
If the scope is not already on, press the power button on scope the lower left hand corner of the
scope. Let it warm up for about 1 hour.

Calibrations
Calibrations are required after every re-boot of the scope, every time the temperature changes or
every few hours.
First calibrate the modules. From the main screen on the scope, select Calibrate -> All Calibrations.
This will open a calibration GUI.

Figure 9 - Open calibration GUI

Under the Modules Tab, select Calibrate Left Module and follow instructions on the screen. You will
need 50ohm termination loads from the calibration kit. It is advisable to use a torque wrench to
tighten all connections, especially for measurements at frequencies higher than a few GHz. Repeat
this process to calibrate the right module.

Figure 10 - Calibrate modules

Setup the TDR
Press TDR/TDT button next to the screen on the scope.

Figure 11 - Set to TDR mode

Select TDR Setup icon.

Figure 12 - Open TDR setup

From the Stimulus mode drop down menu, select Differential.
From the icon in the bottom right, select 2 port differential (the icon with 4 connections). Note: it is
theoretically possible to obtain a standard 4 port S-Parameter matrix instead of the mixed mode
matrix, but this would require re-calibrating the instrument every time the transmitter is changed.
As a mixed mode matrix can be converted to a standard matrix, collect whichever is easier on your
instrument.
Select all of the Display check boxes
Set the Effective Rise Time to a value relevant to your test. This will re-scale the frequency axis of the
plots. For an upper frequency of 2.8GHz, use 350ps.

Figure 13 - TDR/TDT setup

The device to be tested will be connected according to the schematic in the Setup window (but don’t
connect it until after calibration). The port numbering is as shown in the image below.
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Figure 14 - Port numbering
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If the scope was most recently used in a different mode, the display screen will not show meaningful
TDR or S-parameter plots until after calibration.

Calibrate the TDR
This process takes 20-30 minutes and must be repeated every re-boot or every few hours. Complete
the module calibration before starting the TDR calibration.
Click on the Calibration Wizard button in the TDR/TDT Setup screen. The calibration wizard will run
the calibration process. If the calibration process is cancelled before completion, extra data will be
displayed on the screen. To clear this, run and complete the calibration wizard.
Determining the timebase can be tricky. First, connect all necessary SMA cables, but NOT the device
under test. Figure 15 shows the timebase plot of the test cables. Connect the transmit cables from
the TDR module to the device under test. (The receive cables to the electrical module may be
connected, but are not necessary.) Figure 16 shows the changes when the device under test is
connected. The left arrow is the start of the device under test. The right arrow is the unterminated
end of the device under test.
Use the knobs on the scope to adjust the zoom on the plot. It is likely that the default zoom only
shows a small portion of the plot, so adjust this first if the plots don’t look right. Set the zoom such
that the end of the device under test takes up about half the screen. (The example shown should
have been zoomed in a bit more.)

Figure 15 - Timebase of test cables

Figure 16 - Timebase of DUT shown between arrows

The calibration wizard will prompt the user to connect shorts, terminations and through
connections. All of these items can be found in the calibration kit. The plane of reference is normally
the end of the SMA cables. Since it is impossible to connect the calibration sources to the differential
probes, the calibration is done to the end of the cables and the probes are assumed to have minimal
impact.

Figure 17 - Test cables during calibration with through connections, 50ohm termination loads, and shorting connectors.

Connecting the Device Under Test
Connect the transmit (TDR) and receive (electrical module) cables to the input and output of the
device under test, matching the port numbering of Figure 13 and Figure 14. If the device has SMA
cables, use them. If not, use the differential probes attached to the SMA cables.

Figure 18 - Connecting to a DUT using SMA cables

Figure 19 - Connecting to a device using a differential probe

The signal traces must be terminated. The scope terminates with 100 ohm differential load. When
the scope is attached to the beginning and end of the line or trace, a 100 ohm differential system
should be properly terminated. This attachment can be done with either the SMA cables or the
differential probe. If the differential probe is placed in the middle of a trace, as shown in the image
below, the end of the trace acts like an un-terminated stub and will give incorrect results. If the ends
of the trace are properly terminated, points in the middle of the trace can be probed, but the results
are difficult to interpret.

Figure 20 - SMA connector after differential probe acts as unterminated stub

Local Control
The scope can be controlled through the scope touchscreen. A mouse and keyboard are helpful, but
not strictly necessary. Local control is best for quick tests and monitoring of complex tests.
Once the scope is set-up and the device attached, the S-parameters or TDR plots are shown on the
screen. Users can switch between the two plot displays using the S-Param button.

Figure 21 - Controlling the data collect through the touchscreen

The zoom and scrol knobs on the scope can be used to change the plot views on the screen.
WARNING: Changing the view of the TDR plot changes the data selected to create the S-parameter
plot. This feature can be used to exclude connectors or other test hardware. However, since there is
no warning or notification that this is happening, it can also be used to accedently invalidate data.

Remote Control
While the local screen is helpful for basic tests and monitoring, it is cumbersome to save large
volumes of data. The remote control scripts located in the git repo will automate saving of Sparameter and TDR data.
Open the saveDiffS.iseq file in Command Expert.

Figure 22 - Command Expert programming window

Select the first line in the Sequence window. Change the IP address that displays in the Command
window. See descriptions of other settings in the Command window and change if necessary.
Change the rise time in TDR:RESPonse:RISetime command to match the rise time used in the TDR
calibration step.
A folder named ‘itkday7’ must be manually created in D:\Users\S-Parameter data folder since
Command Expert does not have the ability to create a folder. Run the entire sequence to save
differential and common S-parameters to the D drive of the scope.
After each collect, create a folder for the collect and move the data into the folder. It is
recommended to use a name without spaces that describes the collection. Data left in the itkday7
folder (or whatever folder is specified in the sequence) will be overwritten on the next data collect.
Data in subfolders will NOT be overwritten.
This sequence will save 13 files.
•

Scc11.txt – common tx on port 1, common rx on port 1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scc21.txt – common tx on port 1, common rx on port 2
Scd11.txt – differential tx on port 1, common rx on port 1
Scd21.txt – differential tx on port 1, common rx on port 2
Sdc11.txt – common tx on port 1, differential rx on port 1
Sdc21.txt – common tx on port 1, differential rx on port 2
Sdd11.txt – differential tx on port 1, differential rx on port 1
Sdd21.txt – differential tx on port 1, differential rx on port 2
SParam_common_mode_Screen_Image.bmp – screen image of common mode S
parameters
SParam_Screen_Image.bmp – screen image of differential mode S parameters
TDR_plot.txt – text file of TDR data (impedance)
TDT_plot.txt – text file of TDT data (voltage response to input with specified rise time)

All files are saved in default Agilent formats. The S parameters are saved in a similar format to the
S1P file format, but without full headers, so they must be reformatted before using in simulation
software. Matlab scripts in the git repo will reformat into mixed mode S4P files.
Remote control can control the scope, but cannot copy over data. Copy the data from the D drive of
the scope to a thumb drive using normal windows tools at the end of the collect session.
If the screen saver on the computer comes on, you normally need to close and re-open Keysight
Command Expert to have a proper connection to the instrument.

Processing the Data
The data format created by the Agilent scope for differential measurements is not according to the
touchstone standard. (This problem is fixed in newer scopes, but I don’t have access to a new scope.)
The Matlab scripts in the git repo will convert files saved by the saveDiffS.iseq file into standard
mixed mode s4p files. These files can then be opened in a variety of software programs. Matlab has
built-in functionality to process s4p files if you purchase additional toolboxes. The git repo is written
to work without the additional toolboxes.
If the data from a collection session is saved in the expected file structure, the function
findDataInSubFolder.m will process all the data at once. Extra files will be ignored.
% expected file structure:
%
FullDayCollectionFolder
%
SingleCollectionFolder_1
%
Scc11.txt
%
Scc21.txt
%
Scd11.txt
%
Scd21.txt
%
Sdc11.txt
%
Sdc21.txt
%
Sdd11.txt
%
Sdd21.txt
%
SingleCollectionFolder_2
%
Scc11.txt

%
%
%

Scc21.txt
...
Sdd21.txt

The Boolean value on line 31 will cause the script to generate a PowerPoint containing all the Matlab
plots. Note that PowerPoint must be installed on the same computer.
To process a single collection, use the script makePlots.m.
Header files at the top of the Matlab scripts explain how to call the scripts.
The Matlab scripts will generate s4p files and save them in the same folder as the data. The device
under test is assumed to be symmetric, so the 8 data collects are used twice to create the 16
elements of the s4p. For example, DD21 data is copied into both the DD21 and DD12 data fields. The
Matlab scripts will also plot the magnitude and phase of the 8 S parameters. For simplicity sake, the
DD11 and DD21 parameters (normally the most interesting parameters) are also plotted on a second
plot.

Figure 23 - All S-Parameters

Figure 24 - Transmission and reflection S-Parameters

A variety of additional plots are under development in the git repo.

